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Thanks for the ones attending!
We had following action points to cover:
1. Swift Release 2021 has been taking now a lot of time of our members and still affected this meeting
2. The task list was updated according to meeting discussions and decisions
- not many new activities as there has been exceptionally busy business times for all
3. Gtee base semantic model has not been changed (G2.3)
- Saila promised to help Harri with possible code list on the new data field for gtee linked collateral / facility
at the soonest and Harri will share it with all and also starts its implementation to both Excel and homepage code-lists
4. Governmental gtees (G8) case
- Laura reported as possibility to test with a live Nokia customs gtee case and UK HMRC the Enigio tool
enabled electronic gtee process. It will need now a bank to join and Saila also expressed possible OP
Financial Group interest. The case could be in the beginning the next year. Harri asked if the use case could
be anonymised to be also listed as one sample at our ST semantic model template
5. Anna has not been able to start working with the German Trade Finance Working Group gtee use case
samples document (G14.1) to map the cases to our model but she promised to come back in December
with an idea how to do it. We can then together see how to apply it and which cases to do it.
6. Documentary credit base model work was continued where we left it at the previous meeting (DC2.1).
The discussed changes will be drafted to the base model and related code changes will be needing some
additional work.
8. See you on the 30th of November
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